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1 Summary 
At the previous Board Meeting held of the 5th July 2017 the Alliance Team were asked to 
consider and work through the following actions and report back to the Board and NZTA 
prior to the next Board Meeting: 

• Document the problem(s) the project needs to solve; 

• Review opportunities associated with standards and/or scope reduction to reduce the 
cost of the five shortlisted options; and 

• Scope an option that could be constructed for $150M (eg terminating Option Z at 
north portal of tunnel). 

A challenge workshop was held to consider each of the five options while considering how 
the options could be changed to address the affordability of each route. In addition, the 
consenting and ecology team considered the proposed changes to the routes against 
consenting risk and potential environment challenges. 

The Alliance Team then prepared a summary of the revised options with estimates and 
members of the Alliance Team presented these options to Tommy Parker on the 24 July and 
Fergus Gammie on the 3 August for their consideration. Appendix A and Appendix B 
contained details of these presentations.  

Table 1: High Level Summary 

Issue St atus 

H&S 
1 near miss, geotech engineer doing U-turn on SH3 contrary to site safety 
hazard plan, no traffic on road at time, review  of issue reinforced need for later 
arrivals to site crew  to be refreshed on days tasks and hazards 

Approx14,300 hours worked to date. 

Programme 
Resource Consent submission date has been pushed back to 25 September 
2017 in current programme due to delay in confirmation of preferred route. 
Team is hopeful of reducing this impact, depending on public announcement 
timing. 

Finance 
Forecast Spend to July 2017 $4.135M, actual to date and accrual for July $3.2M 
approx. (both excl NZTA held costs) 

Milestones 
Confirmation of route and additional funding is critical to project progress. This 
is planned in next month currently, although we are unlikely to meet the August 
NZTA Board deadline, and hence this is at risk. 

Key Decisions required from the Board:   

1. Approval of Delegation of Authority Table (Appendix C) 
2. Confirmation of Drug and Alcohol Policy 
3. Confirmation of Route E as preferred route 
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2 Planning and Environmental 
2.1 Consenting Strategy 
We are now well progressed with preparing the AEE report and the associated documents 
required to support the RMA applications.  While we have not yet confirmed the preferred 
option, much work can be (and has been) completed on the background project descriptions 
and objectives, the existing environment values and the relevant statutory context and 
planning provisions and the options assessment process.   

   
Field investigations are currently being completed by ecologists (vegetation, aquatic fauna, 
terrestrial insects, lizards and frogs, bats, and birds), archaeologists, landscape specialists, 
contaminated land experts and sediment & erosion control specialists.  Additionally, smaller 
packages of work are being completed by noise and air quality specialists.  Generally, 
experts are of the view that the refined Option E (on the eastern side of the valley) results in 
better environmental outcomes, particularly through reduced effects on the stream that 
drains the valley.  Our vegetation specialists have been working with the design team to 
identify significant native trees within the corridor, with a view to avoiding these where 
possible. 

In addition to the work being undertaken to identify and understand potential adverse 
environmental effects, important work has also been occurring to better define the wider 
benefits that the project will deliver in terms of transport outcomes, unlocking economic 
growth, providing for and sustaining communities, along with the possible recreational or 
tourism opportunities.  This work is being completed by specialist transport, economics, 
social and tourism experts. 

All of the specialist investigations will feed in to the AEE report and will be lodged with the 
RMA applications.   

At the time of lodgement we will also broadly identify what mitigation will be necessary to 
respond to any residual adverse environmental effects.  We currently have a work 
programme underway to understand the possible mitigation options and the associated 
costs.  In terms of ecological mitigation, the options broadly comprise either restoration 
planting or pest eradication, with the quantum determined by a per hectare vegetation loss 
multiplier.  Our experts believe that the pest eradication approach will deliver the best 
environmental outcome in this setting.  This approach also has a cost benefit over the 
restoration planting approach; both options have a life (and cost) that goes on beyond the 
completion of construction.  Of note, the Ngati Tama land to the east of SH3 presents 
significant opportunity to benefit from the mitigation proposed, having been subject to 
browser and pest pressures for many years. 

Ngati Tama and DOC are key stakeholders.  Discussions with each are continuing, with a 
focus more now on the potential effects of options and on how residual effects can be 
mitigated.   
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Ngati Tama discussions have been progressing positively.  There is a need to reach a 
conclusion (in principle) on the land access negotiation with Ngati Tama in advance of 
lodging the RMA applications, which is bringing a focus to discussions.  Separately, Ngati 
Tama have convened their own ‘Hui a Iwi’ with their wider membership, and through that 
have gained a mandate from their people to continue the process with NZTA. They have also 
sought to share information on the project with the 3 Trustees who have been stood down.  
Both the Hui a Iwi and the attempts at engagement with the minority Trustees reduce future 
RMA process risks. 

A working group with DOC has now been established and regular meetings are occurring.  
DOC specialists and our specialists are to undertake a joint site visit (planned for 8 August) 
and we will then also commence discussions on mitigation options with DOC. 

We also maintain regular contact with the regulatory team at the 2 Councils (TRC & NPDC).  
They have now appointed their own specialist advisor team.  Prior to lodging the 
applications we will coordinate a site visit and project briefing with the Councils and their 
advisors.  The Councils have also started turning their minds to the RMA hearing, and are 
looking to schedule a hear date and confirm commissioners.  

In our own team we are also now starting to think about the hearing, and have started a 
process with Buddle Findlay of confirming witnesses, including identifying the Agency 
witnesses that will be required to present evidence. 
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3 Property 
3.1 Summary of Proposal for Property Acquisition 
Table 2 provide a summary of the main risks and opportunities for each of the affected 
landowners along the currently preferred option E. Other landowners along non-preferred 
routes  are not covered here, other than to acknowledge that an 
update on project progress (with respect to confirming a preferred option) is overdue. 
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3.2 SH3 Revocation Proposal 
The strategy for revocation remains outstanding however will be advanced during August 
with discussions between NPDC and NZTA staff including Rob Napier, Caroline Horrox 
(Principal Planner, System Design Delivery) and Ross I’Anson to be confirmed (Manager, 
System Management Manawatu/Wanganui).   

Our aim would be to have an agreement in principle in place about the revocation strategy, 
by the time of lodgement of our consent application.  
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4 Stakeholder 
4.1 Communications and Stakeholder Engagement 
The highlights of this month’s (July) activities are presented below. 

Update on options report –  public engagement  

A short report has been produced on the update on options activities carried out in June. 
The report summarises what we aimed to achieve, the activities in Taranaki, how it was 
promoted and the main themes in the feedback from stakeholders. 

Short video  

Production of a short video about the project is underway, which will put real faces to our 
messages. It provides a powerful way of engaging with our stakeholders online. The video 
will cover themes about the challenges and opportunities of the project, community 
advocacy for changes on SH3 and some of the project’s important environmental and 
cultural considerations.  

We expect filming to be completed in August. It will be promoted on our webpages and the 
Transport Agency’s Facebook and twitter accounts. 

Community project 

We have embarked on a collaborative community initiative “Connecting Communities” to 
raise awareness about the project and to get to know our State Highway 3 communities. We 
plan to grow these relationships over the project’s lifetime. 

The initiative involves young students and their families from five different primary schools 
who live and frequently travel the Mount Messenger route of State Highway 3.  

Students will come with us on a journey along State Highway 3 to understand the 
importance of the highway, the history of the Mt Messenger route and together present their 
story that maps the places and communities along the route. The learning will include the 
process behind developing a new route and the key factors being considered. 

The initiative will also place the Mt Messenger Bypass Project within a national transport 
context.    

This work aligns with the Ministry of Education’s TKI initiative and social science curriculum. 
Stakeholder management system - Consultation Manager  

Consultation Manager has been established as the database for recording and maintaining 
our stakeholder information. Project members have been trained and are using the 
database.  

Messaging on options  

In preparation for an announcement on the project’s preferred options, key messages have 
been developed. 
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4.2 Engagement with key stakeholders in Taranaki 
Table 3 provides a summary of the engagement with key stakeholders for the month of July. 

Table 3: Summary of Engagement with Key Stakeholders 

St akeholders Cont act  management  

Ngati Tama 
runanga 

We participated in the second kokako release in the Parininihi area (Mon 3 July), and 
gifted (koha) a number of predator traps from the Alliance to demonstrate our 
support for their project.  

Our field investigations are ongoing and we continue to engage Ngati Tama reps to 
accompany our teams.  

We are mindful that messaging about our preferred option/recommendations must 
not pre-empt ministerial approvals/announcements, while continuing to maintain 
trust w ith the Runanga. 

Department of 
Conservation 
(DOC) 

A working party made up of NZTA and DOC (Ngati Tama representation tbc) has 
been established to progress matters relating to uplifting the covenant and other 
conservation concerns. This group w ill continue throughout the consenting 
process.  

At Working Group level the relationships are improving and gaining momentum, 
w ith the next meeting (the 3rd so far) scheduled for Thursday 3rd August. The 
biggest item of significance is for us to deliver a programme and process chart for 
DOC to understand their inputs (timing and resource levels). They have engaged a 
planner (Ben Inger, contractor) to lead from DOC. 

New Plymouth 
District Council 
(NPDC) 

Ongoing meetings occur w ith the planning and transport teams at council about 
project consents. 

Taranaki 
Regional 
Council (TRC) 

Similar meetings occur w ith TRC personnel to keep them informed about the 
Project.  

Potentially 
affected 
landowners 

Contact w ith landowners is maintained and this includes face-to-face meetings. 
During the last round of contact, we provided material as heads-up to the June 
public engagement. We undertook to meet again in July to update them on our 
progress towards a decision.  

SH3 Working 
Party (SH3WP)  

By invitation we met w ith members of the SH3 Working Party on the 27 July as part 
of a Q&A session about the suite of options presented to the public in June. The 
session was very positive with participants expressing their support for our work 
and a keenness to know which option is preferred.  

Other key 
stakeholders 

We have met tw ice with the representative of the RTA and community advocate Tom 
Cloke to brief him on the options and to attract his support for the upcoming 
announcement on the preferred option.  

4.3 Reporting and co-ordination of activities  

Table 4 provide an outline of stakeholder report for the month of July. 
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Table 4: Stakeholder Report  

It em July 

Reporting to NZTA weekly on 
engagement and 
communications activities  

4 updates reported 

This information is used to keep the senior leaders at NZTA 
informed of engagement and communications activities. It is 
also a source of information for the Minister of Transport’s 
weekly report.   

Awakino Gorge to Mt Messenger 
engagement and 
communications meetings 

2 meetings (fortnightly) 

We participate in meetings of representatives from the 
Programme projects to ensure alignment and consistency of 
engagement and communications across the projects.  

4.4 Emerging risks  
Table 5 presents some key emerging communications and engagement risks and ways to mitigate 
these risks.  

4.5 Actions for Month ahead 
The key activities coming up include: 

• Confirming arrangements for the Connecting Communities project 

• Finalizing the project's short video and preparing it for release. 

• Carrying out preparations for the announcement of the preferred option.  

NB: should the announcement of the preferred option occur there will be a range of 
engagement and communications tactics to support the announcement. 
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5 Design 
5.1 Summary on Design progress 
At the board meeting held on 5 July the board requested the following actions; 

• Document the problem(s) the project needs to solve; 

• Review opportunities to reduce the cost of the five shortlisted options; 

• Scope an option that could be constructed for $150M.(terminating Option Z at north 
portal of tunnel). 

5.1.1 Problems 

The problems highlighted in the indicative business case for the length of SH3 between 
Awakino and Mt Messenger are as follows: 

• Narrow lanes, absence of shoulders and poor alignment cause a high number of 
crashes with trucks being over represented in crashes (twice the national average); 

• Natural events cause a high number of road closures; 

• Lack of passing opportunities leads to driver frustration and poor journey experience. 

The length of SH3 at Mt Messenger for which a bypass is being considered suffers from a 
lack of passing opportunities.  Incidences of crashes and full closures are presented in Table 
6. 

Table 6: Incidences of Crashes 

Crashes (last  10 years) Full closures  *  (last  6 years) 

 
53 Crashes, split approximately 50/50 either 
side of summit: 

• 7 serious 

• 1Fatal 

9 full closures of up to 17 hours 

24 result of loss of control, mainly on bends 7 result of accidents (3 involving trucks, others 
unknown) 

4 involved trucks 2 due to slips 

* No data available on partial closures 

Crash locations are shown in Figure 1and further detail is contained within the presentation 
in Appendix A.: 
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Figure 1: Modified Options and Crash Locations, Last 10 years 

5.1.2 Challenge Workshop 

A challenge workshop attended by constructors, estimators and designers was held on 11 
July. It was decided it was unnecessary to consider Option F further as Option P is a proxy 
for F.  Prior to the workshop preliminary design had been carried out to assess how costs 
might be reduced by modifying alignments.  

The workshop reviewed opportunities for cost savings by reducing design standards and the 
economies that might be obtained by changing alignments. 

Few opportunities for savings from reduced design standards, e.g. design speeds, were 
identified.  That is because horizontal and vertical alignments are largely dictated by terrain 
– the need to stay out of valleys filled with deep alluvium, optimising tunnel lengths, etc.   

Changing alignments offered more scope for potential savings.  For the western options (A 
and P)  tying the alignments into the existing road as soon as practicable north of the new 
tunnels was considered viable providing measures were incorporated to address resilience 
issues arising from crossing the large landslide (Option A) or running along the head scarp 
of the landslide (Option P). 

To the east of SH3 moving the northern section of Option E from the western to the eastern 
side of the valley offered opportunities for removing some bridges as well as earthworks 
savings from lowering the alignment.  It was also decided to investigate the relative costs of 
a cutting in lieu of the tunnel as a cut through the ridge line was deemed acceptable during 
multi-criteria assessments. 
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The online route (Option Z) was considered to be the only option that could provide 
significant cost savings as topography dictates where bypass options can tie back into the 
existing route.  A modified Z option comprised of an improved southern section and a new 
tunnel with the route tying back into the existing at the northern tunnel portal was 
considered to provide the best opportunity of delivering an option for $150M. 

It was decided to omit climbing lanes from all options but recognise the risk that lanes may 
be required on routes with steeper gradients. 

The workshop also included a detailed presentation from the estimators on how Candy has 
been used to produce estimates.  This provided designers with a good basis for assigning 
risks for the purpose of Monte Carlo simulations. 

5.2 Design Development & Estimating 
The design team further refined Options A, E, P and Z as agreed at the challenge workshop.  
Plans of the modified options are included within the presentation in Appendix A. Revised 
quantities were derived and updated estimates developed.   Independently of the estimating 
team the designers carried out their own assessment of risks associated with key trades and 
used @RISK to arrive at Base, Expected and P95 estimates.  Time precluded the @RISK 
approach being restricted to new Options E and Z.  Costs for Options A and P have been 
expressed as rough order of cost. 

Estimated costs (in $millions) of the revised alignments together with the costs of options at 
MCA2 are tabulated in Table 7. 

Table 7: Estimate of Costs for options A, E, P and Z (for a lignment at MCA2 and revised) 

Opt ion A E P Z 

Alignment MCA2 Revised MCA2 Revised MCA2 Revised MCA2 Revised 

Base 228.0 - 219.3 174.5 211.4 - 364.4 134.6 

Expected 251.3 - 241.5 199.6 231.3 - 382.5 151.8 

P95 293.3 - 285.7 218.7 274.2 - 430.1 170.0 

RoC - 237 to 
245 

- 
- - 

234 to 
240 

- - 

In cost terms the modified Option E is the cheapest of the bypass options, low fill heights 
and the absence of features such as landslides and mean it is also a resilient route.  Option 
E also bypasses all the crash areas on the existing route, it has the lowest summit and 
gradients of all routes (110m and 7.5% respectively).  Estimates indicate the cost of a cutting 
is approximately the same as a tunnel.  However, a cutting poses more risk in that a recent 
borehole on the line of the tunnel indicates 40m to 50m of moderately fractured rock in the 
upper level of a cut whereas good, competent rock exists at the level of the tunnel and 
above.  The tunnel option is therefore preferred. 
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In comparison the costs of modified Options A and P are estimated to be at least $30M 
more than Option E, have residual risks in terms of resilience (landslide north of Mt 
Messenger (Options A & P) and a progressive landslide feature (Option A). Also, the modified 
P does not bypass all the crash sites. 

Work is in hand to confirm whether the omission of climbing lanes from the modified Option 
E with its gradients of 7.0% and 7.5% is acceptable. It is likely the other options with grades 
of up to 10% will require climbing lanes adding to the cost of these options.. 

5.3 Design Input for Consent Application 
Preparation of drawings for the consent application for Option E is progressing well. 

Having advanced bridge and drainage design sufficient for consenting it is proposed those 
disciplines will continue their designs to the 30% stage (for input to the ToC) as this is a 
more economic approach than demobilising those resources and remobilising at a later 
date. 

5.4 Risk and Issues 
Surveyors have been briefed to undertake a proof survey to verify the Lidar data. This is 
particularly important in areas where the tree canopy may have impacted on survey 
accuracy.  Additionally, a detailed survey will be undertaken in the areas of the proposed 
tunnel portals and the only bridge on the alignment.  The survey of the former is essential 
to confirm the vertical alignment and ensure the tunnel length is less than 240m to 
minimise fire and life safety requirements.  There is a risk that accurate survey information 
may require changes to the vertical alignment. 

Recent information received on locations of significant trees has resulted in minor changes 
to the alignment to avoid trees of very high significance, e.g. a 2m dia. Rimu.  Meetings have 
been arranged with specialists to minimise the risk of further changes being required. 

Meetings have been held with James Hughes to agree design standards and a preliminary 
road safety audit is being arranged for week commencing 14 August to minimise the risk of 
changes being required as the deign develops. 

John Cooper, a well known Tunnel designer has begun with one of the NOPs and hence is 
now coming on board to lead this section of the work. 
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6 Project Controls 

6.2 Forecasting 
Forecasting of our projected cost at completion of the IPAA stage has commenced with 
internal reviews due to take place on 15th August. This process will include a review of staff 
requirements and NZTA managed costs 

6.3 Risk 
The next risk reviews will take place once a preferred route is announced. The reviews will 
focus on the risks that remain in the IPAA phase and those that will build up the risk register 
for the TOC. 
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6.4 Programme 
The detailed programme is included in Appendix E. As mentioned there is a degree of 
uncertainty around the actions in the next 2 months as we engage on the preferred 
alignment and the additional funding requirements.  The team is progressing with the 
assessment of Route E and preparation of consenting design and preparation of the AEE and 
while we think is opportunity to bring forward the current submission date, we are not 
expecting a hearing before Christmas now.  

6.5 Resources 
The team is operating at an optimal number for the works currently being undertaken. 
Office space is being managed on a weekly basis to ensure sufficient desk space is available. 

6.6 IT System and Document Control 
The IT System is stable albeit with some connectivity issues with a couple of the home 
organisations, this are relatively minor issues that are being worked through by our IT 
provider and the home organisations IT representatives. 

The document control system is performing well. We have 48 users set-up and trained and 
they are able to access the system through their unique log on from anywhere with a wi-fi 
connection.  

6.7 Financial Management 
Within the last week our cost management system ‘Project Workbench’ has gone live. As 
well as capturing costs, Workbench will provide us with purchasing, timesheet entry and 
reporting functions.  

This month we also welcomed our new Project Accountant, Azmun Sabra, to the team. 
Azmun will be working on a part time basis with us through the IPAA phase, her knowledge 
of the Workbench system will be invaluable as we set up and educate the team.  

The Downer HEB Joint Venture has opened a bank account on behalf of the Alliance to allow 
all purchasing and payments to be made directly by the Alliance, to date this function has 
been facilitated by Downer. The Joint Venture has also been registered by the Inland 
Revenue. 

6.8 Delegation of Authority 
A Delegation of Authority Table is included in Appendix C for board approval.  

The table is based on that used previously for the Memorial Park Alliance and has been 
reviewed by the Alliance Management Team. The review concluded that, following some 
minor changes, the proposed table is appropriate to the Mt Messenger Alliance.  

6.9 Procurement 
To date we have let 17 Sub Consultant and Supply packages, these are summarised in Table 
8. 
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Table 8: Sub Consultant and Supply packages 

Contract Package Sub Consult ant /Supplier 

MMA 
001 

Botanist 
Nicholas Singers Ecological Solutions 

Ltd 

MMA 
002 

Ecological Reports Ecology NZ 

MMA 
003 

Freshwater Ecological Values & Effects 
Assessment 

River Lake Ltd 

MMA 
004 

Erosion & Sediment Control Expert Ridley Dunphy Environmental Ltd 

MMA 
005 

Fire & Life Safety Stacey Agnew 

MMA 
006 

Noise Expert Marshall Day Acoustics Ltd 

MMA 
007 

Archaeology Expert Clough & Associates Ltd 

MMA 
008 

Invertebrate Ecologist Landcare Research 

MMA 
009 

Structural Engineers Holmes Consulting Ltd 

MMA 
010 

Landscape Architect Isthmus Ltd 

MMA 
011 

Project Management System 12d Synergy 

MMA 
012 

Build & Manage I.T. System Figure8 

MMA 
013 

Seismic Hazard Study GNS Science 

MMA 
014 

Economic Assessment Brown, Copeland & Co Ltd 

MMA 
015 

Recreation Assessment Rob Greenaway & Associates 

MMA 
016 

Strategic Assessment Traffic Design Group Ltd 

MMA 
019 

Video Production Frontroom Creative Agency Ltd 

With regards to the Geotechnical Investigations there are two actions currently being 
undertaken. Firstly, the existing contract between Opus International Consultants Ltd and 
Webster Drilling for Geotechnical Investigations, which is funded separately by NZTA, is to 
be novated to the Mt Messenger Alliance. This will allow us to fully control the remaining 
works under this contract and the timing of them. Concurrently to this we are preparing 
tender documents for the Geotechnical Investigations we require to allow design to 
continue. This package is programmed to be let by 31st August.  
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Talking points on Mt Messenger options 

Project update for Tommy Parker 

24 July 2017 



Summary 

5 route options analysed at MCA2 

• Presented to PAB board on 5 July 

̵ Expected costs between  

$231M and $383M 

̵ Option E identified as 

preferred option at $241M 

• Further work requested by PAB 



affordable range (of $150M)? 

 Are there lower cost 

alternatives for the 5 options? 

the affordable range (of $150M): 

• < $150M  corridor safety improvements. 

• $150M - on-line improvement on south 

approach to the north portal of a new tunnel 

Falls short of project objectives. 

Lower cost alignments devised for all 5 
options 

• A modified Option E with an expected cost 

of $199.6M (base $175M) is recommended 

Meets all project objectives. 

Stakeholder responses. 

 

i! Ar;;o e A1: 

What's in 

What's achievable in the 



Affordable range 
 

 

• Online bypass (southern approach to summit only (Online Z revised). 

 

“Safety plus” corridor safety improvements: 

• Passing lanes outside project area. 

• Corner easing road widening and slope 

stability improvements within project 

area. 

• Minor improvements to safety, resilience, 
travel time. 

• Moderate disruption to customers during 
construction 

• Non-notified straight forward RMA 
consent. 

 

Online “bypass” - southern approach to north 

portal of new tunnel (Option Z revised). 

• Sub-optimal on project objectives 

(speed, resilience). 

 

• Lowest RMA consenting risk of “bypass” 

options. 

 

• “Disappointed” stakeholders including 

the Minister. 

• Perception of under-achievement against 
Project objectives (though improvement 
on status quo). 

 

• Residual risks (resilience and safety). 

• Moderate to Significant disruption to 

customers during construction.  

 

❉   What are the risks associated with progressing this? 

❉   What are we able to provide in the affordable range? 

• 
'e Arn 0 



Alternative option  
 

❉    What are the alternative options? 

❉    How does this balance cost and consentability? 

Lower cost alternatives developed for Options A, E & P 

• Costs range $199.6M – $245M 

• All achieve project objectives 

• Options A & P (west of SH3) high ecological & landscape effects, effects on 

culturally sensitive areas and moderate / high consenting risk 

Option E (modified) recommended: 

• Achieves all project objectives 

• Crosses land with lower ecological and landscape values 

• Avoids areas with higher cultural sensitivity 

• Low / medium RMA consent risk 

• Lowest cost of alternatives $199.6M. 

• 
'e Arn 0 



Next Steps / What are we looking for? 

1. Endorsement and support for preferred option E in terms of: 

• meeting our project objectives (transport, safety, resilience outcomes). 

• “doing the right thing” (compromise on enviro, social/cultural outcomes) 

• Producing low-medium consenting risks  

2. Endorsement and support for associated cost estimates: 

• Base  $175M 

• Expected  $199M 

• P95 $218M 

3. Clarification of next steps - Ministerial and/or NZTA Board (order and timing) 

4. Support for funding application 

5. Approval to proceed with programme – consenting window critical path to construction 

6. Further information – what we need to provide in support of you. 

 

• 
'e Arn 0 



Option Key  

considerations 

Positives / opportunities  Negatives / risks Other relevant considerations  Risks & Residual risks RMA consent ability  

Z 7 

(as per PAB 

considerations) 

MCA2 Rank:  

Raw score ranking: 1=  

Weighted score ranking: 1  

 Lower ecological value than 

Parininihi land  

 Lower landscape value than 

Parininihi land  

  

 Lowest transport outcome of the 3 

options  

 -4/F (Fatal flaw) score due to close 

proximity to Maunga (Mt Messenger 

directly above tunnel)  

 Complex construction and impact on 

SH3 operability  

 Covenant: Covenant over Ngati Tama land 

requires lifting  

 Key Stakeholders: Ngati Tama, DOC, Joint 

Advisory Committee, but all to lesser degree 

than other options due to small area of Ngati 

Tama land required.  

 Property: Much of the land in NZTA 

ownership. Smallest area of Ngati Tama land 

take required.  

Constructability: multiple 

interactions with SH3 

RMA Consentability –lowest risk of three options 

(designation held over much of corridor, best 

performing MCA outcome).  

  

Revised  Z 7 Key modifications: 

 No improvements or 

modifications 

beyond northern 

portal of new 

tunnel.   

 Further reduction in 

land requirements  

As per Z above, including: 

  

 Reduced costs 

 Reduced scope for disruption 

to customers 

 Reduced land requirement on 

northern descent. 

  

As per Z above, including: 

 Anticipate even lower transport 

outcome of all the options  

 Even lower resilience outcome due to 

no improvement on northern end of 

large landslide. 

 Public/stakeholder perceptions. 

As per Z above, including: 

 Covenant: Covenant over Ngati Tama land 

requires lifting  

 Key Stakeholders: Ngati Tama, DOC, Joint 

Advisory Committee, but all to lesser degree 

than other options due to small area of Ngati 

Tama land required.  

 Property: Much of the land in NZTA 

ownership. Smallest area of Ngati Tama land 

take required.  

Constructability: multiple 

interactions with SH3 

RMA Consentability –lowest risk of three options 

(designation held over much of corridor, best 

performing MCA outcome).  

  

E  

(as per PAB 

considerations) 

MCA2 Rank:  

Raw score ranking: 1=  

Weighted score ranking: 2  

  

  

  

 Lower ecological value than 

Parininihi land  

 Lower landscape value than 

Parininihi land  

 Best transport outcome of the 

3 options in table  

 Avoids wahi tapu and 

culturally sensitive ridges  

 Mitigation: opportunities for 

enhancement high across the 

eastern land.  

  

 Largest area of Ngati Tama land 

affected  

 Covenant: Covenant over Ngati Tama land 

requires lifting by DOC  

 Key Stakeholders: Ngati Tama, DOC, Joint 

Advisory Committee.  

 Property: Significant impact on 1 landowner 

private. Largest area of Ngati Tama land take 

required.  

 Constructability: multiple bridges and 

sequencing required up northern approach  

  Low / medium risk (based on MCA outcome and 

analysis of statutory plans. 

Revised  E MCA2 Rank:  

Raw score ranking: 1=  

Weighted score ranking: 2  

  

  

  

 Lower ecological value than 

Parininihi land  

 Lower landscape value than 

Parininihi land  

 Best transport outcome of the 

3 options in table  

 Avoids wahi tapu and 

culturally sensitive ridges  

 Mitigation: opportunities for 

enhancement high across the 

eastern land.  

  

 Largest area of Ngati Tama land 

affected  

 Covenant: Covenant over Ngati Tama land 

requires lifting by DOC  

 Key Stakeholders: Ngati Tama, DOC, Joint 

Advisory Committee.  

 Property: Significant impact on 1 landowner 

private. Largest area of Ngati Tama land take 

required.  

 Constructability: multiple bridges and 

sequencing required up northern approach  

  Low / medium risk (based on MCA outcome and 

analysis of statutory plans). 

P 

(as per PAB 

considerations) 

MCA2 Rank:  

Raw score ranking: 1=  

Weighted score ranking: 3  

Best constructability score of the 3 

options  

  

 Parininihi land has high ecological 

value and of the 3 options, scores 

worst for ecology  

 Parininihi land has high landscape 

value and of the 3 options, scores 

worst for landscape  

 Proximity to wahi tapu and impact on 

culturally sensitive ridges  

 Covenant: Covenant over Ngati Tama land 

requires lifting  

 Key Stakeholders: Ngati Tama, DOC, Joint 

Advisory Committee.  

 Constructability: Southern portal of tunnel 

challenging due to access in Waipingao 

catchment  

  RMA Consentability –medium / high risk (based 

on MCA outcome and analysis of statutory 

plans).  

Revised  P MCA2 Rank:  

Raw score ranking: 1=  

Weighted score ranking: 3  

Best constructability score of the 3 

options  
 Parininihi land has high ecological 

value and of the 3 options, scores 

worst for ecology  

 Parininihi land has high landscape 

value and of the 3 options, scores 

worst for landscape  

 Proximity to wahi tapu and impact on 

culturally sensitive ridges  

 Covenant: Covenant over Ngati Tama land 

requires lifting  

 Key Stakeholders: Ngati Tama, DOC, Joint 

Advisory Committee.  

 Constructability: Southern portal of tunnel 

challenging due to access in Waipingao 

catchment  

  RMA Consentability –medium / high risk (based 

on MCA outcome and analysis of statutory 

plans).  

  

Option Key  considerations   Positives / opportunities  Negatives / risks  Other relevant considerations    RMA consentability  

 

Z 

MCA2 Rank:  

Raw score ranking: 1=  

Weighted score ranking: 1  

 

 

Key revisions: 

 No improvements or 

modifications beyond 

northern portal of new 

tunnel.   

 Further reduction in 

land requirements. 

 

 Lower ecological value 

than Parininihi. 

 Lower landscape value 

than Parininihi.  

 

Revised Z: 

 Reduced costs. 

 Reduced scope for 

disruption to customers. 

 Reduced land requirement 

on northern descent. 

 

 

 Lowest transport outcome of 

the 3 options.  

 -4/F (Fatal flaw) score due to 

close proximity to Maunga 

(Mt Messenger directly above 

tunnel).  

 Complex construction and 

impact on SH3 operability 

with multiple interactions 

with SH3. 

 Public/stakeholder 

perceptions. 

 Covenant: Covenant over 

Ngati Tama land requires 

lifting.  

 Key stakeholders: Ngati 

Tama, DOC, Joint Advisory 

Committee, but all to lesser 

degree than other options 

due to small area of Ngati 

Tama land required.  

 Property: Much of the land in 

NZTA ownership. Smallest 

area of Ngati Tama land take 

required.  

RMA Consentability –

lowest risk of Z, E & P 

options (designation held 

over much of corridor, 

best performing MCA 

outcome).  

  

 

E  

 

 

MCA2 Rank:  

Raw score ranking: 1=  

Weighted score ranking: 2  

Key revisions: 

 Reduced summit of new 

tunnel. 

 Replaced 4 of 5 bridges 

with earthworks 

solutions. 

 Lower ecological value 

than Parininihi. 

 Lower landscape value 

than Parininihi. 

 Best transport outcome of 

the 3 options in table.  

 Avoids wahi tapu and 

culturally sensitive ridges. 

 Mitigation: significant 

opportunities for 

enhancement across the 

eastern land.  

 Largest area of Ngati Tama 

land affected.  

 Covenant over Ngati Tama 

land requires lifting by DOC.  

 Key stakeholders: Ngati 

Tama, DOC, Joint Advisory 

Committee.  

 Property: Significant impact 

on 1 landowner private. 

Largest area of Ngati Tama 

land take required.  

 Constructability: multiple 

bridges and sequencing 

required up northern 

approach  

Low / medium risk 

(based on MCA outcome 

and analysis of statutory 

plans). 

 
P 

MCA2 Rank:  

Raw score ranking: 1=  

Weighted score ranking: 3 

Key revisions: 

 Traverses landslide on 

north and early tie-in to 

existing highway. 

 Further reduction in 

land requirements. 

Best constructability score of 

the 3 options.  

  

 Parininihi has high ecological 
value and of the 3 options, 
scores worst for ecology.  

 Parininihi has high landscape 
value and of the 3 options, 
scores worst for landscape.  

 Proximity to wahi tapu and 
impact on culturally sensitive 
ridges.  

 Covenant over Ngati Tama 
land requires lifting.  

 Key stakeholders: Ngati 
Tama, DOC, Joint Advisory 
Committee.  

 Constructability: Southern 
portal of tunnel challenging 
due to access in Wai Pingao 
catchment.  

RMA Consentability –

medium / high risk 

(based on MCA outcome 

and analysis of statutory 

plans).  

Key information about options 



Summary of costs 

Option 

Costs 

Comments Revised 

Option 
MCA2 

A 
$237M to 

$245M RoC 

$251.3M 

Expected* 

• Revised option contains residual resilience risks – high in terms of progressive 

landslide at north abutment of Wai Pingao bridge, low for major landslide area. 

• Bypasses all crash spots on existing route. 

E 
$199.6M 

Expected* 

$241.5M 

Expected* 

• Lowest cost bypass route. 

• No residual resilience issues. 

• Bypasses all crash spots on existing route. 

• Lowest summit level of all routes. 

P 
$234M to 

$240M Roc 

$231.3M 

Expected* 
• Does not address crash spots north of tie-in. 

Z 
$151.8M 

Expected* 

$382.6M 

Expected* 

• Improves only the length of existing route south of Mt Messenger. 

• Does not address crash spots north of tie-in and out of context curves to north 

and south of route. Significant resilience risk from major landslide. 

• Roc to address all the above $206M. 

* Expected costs derived in accordance with SM014 



Additional information  



Overview of option development  
 
 
Route option 
summary  PAB 5th July Outcomes Next steps 

 

• Short list (x5) 

• MCA with 
specialist 
assessments, 
stakeholder 
participation. 

• Rankings 
raw/weighted 

• Some fatal flaws 

• Rough Order 
Costs 

• Bypasses vs 
online 

 

• PAB consideration 
of specialists’ 
analysis, MCA 
processes, risks, 
costs. 

• Identification of 2 
preferred options 
based on analysis 
and cost. 

• Review  and reduce 
cost. 

• Challenge including 
scope and  
standards. 

• Proceed with work 
required for 
consent 
application.  

 

• Option(s) within 
affordability 
threshold.  

 

• Concerns re: 
benefits and risks 
when considered 
against project 
objectives. 

 

• Further 
modification of 2 
preferred 
options. 

 

• Far less concerns 
re: benefits and 
risks considered 
against project 
objectives.                 

 

• Discussions with 
GM SDD (today)  

• Confirmation of 
preferred option. 

• PAB advice 
regarding 
programme 
implications and 
consenting 
risks. 

• Ministerial views 

• NZTA Board 
24/8 

• AEE, land 
requirements, 
property 
acquisitions. 

• Consenting 
window on 
critical path for 
construction 
start. 

• • 



Evolution of Project scope 
 

Phase Options 

2002  Scheme assessment 3 offline and 2 online routes  

Western bypass preferred 

2015  Indicative Business Case 1 ‘Programme E’ -  4.7km ‘realignment’ to west of SH3 (same 
corridor as 2002 study) 

2016  Opus development of scheme design 7 corridors – 4 bypass, existing corridor and online safety 
improvements + do nothing 

2016  Agency’s SIA request ‘the form of the bypass will be developed further … is expected 
to be up to 7km long…………..’ 

SH3 Awakino to Mt Messenger 

• The topography of the area dictates that any bypass of the existing route should start in the rolling farmland 
south of the hills that include Mt Messenger and terminate in similar terrain to the north.   

 
• A major landslide feature north of Mt Messenger poses a significant resilience risk and needs to be considered 

in the design of options. 



SH3 Mt Messenger problems 
 
 (Source: Awakino to Mt Messenger IBC) 

• Narrow lanes, no shoulder and poor alignment causes a high number of crashes. 

• Trucks over represented in crashes (26% = 2 x national average). 

• Natural events cause a high number of road closures. 

• Lack of passing opportunities leads to driver frustration and poor journey experience. 

Crashes (last 10 years) 
Full closures  (last 6 years) 

(No data available on partial closures) 

 
53 Crashes, split approximately 50/50 either side of 
summit: 

• 7 serious 

• 1 fatal 

9 full closures of up to 17 hours 

24 result of loss of control, mainly on bends 7 result of accidents (3 involving trucks, others unknown) 

4 involved trucks 2 due to slips 



Accident locations 
 
 
 

-·---~ 

CRASH SEVERITY 

• FATAL SERIOUS NON-INJURY 



Cost savings – Option A  
 
 
 

Reduced design standards Design changes Outcome/s 

• Alignment horizontally and vertically is 

dictated by terrain, negligible gains 

from reducing design speed. 

• Climbing lanes not included in revised 

option. Grades are up to 10% 

(Austroads 6% threshold). Further 

analysis required to demonstrate lanes 

not required. 

• Reducing seismic return period would 

provide economies in bridge, 

earthworks and culvert designs but at 

expense of reduced resilience. 

• Earthworks in lieu of structures does 

not provide a saving and effects on 

Wai Pingao valley unlikely to be 

consentable. 

• Connecting to existing route south of 

Mount Messenger reduces earthworks 

and removes need for 2 bridges. 

• New alignment crosses active 

landslide. Surplus fill  be used to 

buttress landslide resulting in low 

residual resilience risk, but an ongoing 

maintenance cost dealing with creep of 

the landslide. 

• Improvement to northern curves 

required to address crash history (6 

no. crashes last 10 years). 

• Expected $251.3M at MCA2. 

• Revised alignment RoC $239.4M 

including improved northern curves. 

•  Approx. $2m saving possible if 

seismic return period reduced. 

• Approx. $5M additional cost if 

climbing lanes required. 

• Low residual resilience risk (landslide) 

• Addresses crash areas. 

• High residual risk (progressive 

landslide Wai Pingao Valley). 

• Ongoing maintenance issue due to 

creep of landslide.  

  



Cost savings – Option E  
 
 
 

Reduced design standards Design changes Outcome/s 

• Alignment horizontally and vertically 

generally dictated by terrain but gains 

from reducing design parameters on 

some curves. 

• Climbing lanes not included in revised 

option. Should be acceptable with 

grades of 7% and 7.5% and sight 

distances providing some passing 

opportunities. 

• Reducing seismic return period 

provides opportunities for economies 

in bridge and culvert design, but at 

expense of reduced resilience.  

• Cutting in lieu of tunnel (acceptable 

environmentally). Costs neutral but 

cutting avoids ongoing operational 

costs. 

• Moving alignment to east side of 

‘Happy Valley’ allows alignment to be 

lowered and costs to be reduced. 

• 4 of the 5 bridges removed. 

• Ground improvements minimised and 

structural fills used in lieu of MSE. 

• Earthworks design seismic return 

period reduced from 1,000 years to 

500 years. 

•  Summit level reduced from 120m to 

110m with benefits for trucks. 

• Sight lines for southern curve 

improved to eliminate out-of-context 

curve. 

• Expected $241.5M at MCA2. 

• Revised alignment Expected  $199.6M 

including improved sight lines for 

southern curve.  

• Approx. $0.5m saving possible from 

reduced seismic return period. 

• No resilience issues if seismic return 

period unchanged. 

• Bypasses all crash areas on existing 

route.  

• Lowest summit level of all routes with 

best transport outcome for trucks.  

  



Cost Savings – Option P 
 
 
 

Reduced design standards Design changes Outcome/s 

• Alignment horizontally and vertically is 

dictated by terrain, no gains from 

reducing design speed. 

• Climbing lanes not included in revised 

option. Grades are up to 10% (Austroads 

6% threshold). Further analysis required 

to demonstrate lanes not required. 

• Reducing seismic return period would 

provide economies in bridge, earthworks 

and culvert designs, but at expense of 

reduced resilience. 

• Earthworks in lieu of structures does not 

provide a saving and effects on Wai 

Pingao valley unlikely to be consentable. 

• Connecting to existing route south of 

Mount Messenger reduces earthworks 

and removes need for 2 bridges. 

• Existing route on head scarp of active 

landslide. Surplus fill could be used to 

buttress landslide but additional 500,000 

cu.m. required to provide low residual 

resilience risk. 

• Ongoing maintenance cost dealing with 

creep of the landslide. 

• Improvement to northern curves required 

to address accident history (6  crashes in 

last 10 years). 

• Expected $231.3M at MCA2 

• Revised alignment RoC $236M including 

additional buttress fill and improved 

northern curves. 

•  Approx. $2M saving possible if seismic 

return period reduced. 

• Approx. $4M additional cost if climbing 

lanes required. 

• Increased resilience risk if seismic return 

period reduced, otherwise low residual 

risk (landslide). 

• Does not address crash history between 

northern tie-in and improved northern 

curves (5 no. crashes in last 10 years). 

  



Cost Savings – Option Z 
 
 
 Reduced design standards Design changes Outcome/s 

• Alignment constrained by designation 

and there is a need to minimise 

encroachment into Ngati Tama land 

resulting in 70kph design speed. Further 

reduction not recommended. 

• Climbing lanes not included in revised 

option. Grades are up to 10% (Austroads 

6% threshold). Further analysis required 

to demonstrate lanes not required. 

• Reducing seismic return period would 

provide economies in bridge designs with 

some saving in earthworks but at expense 

of reduced resilience.  

• Earthworks in lieu of structures does not 

provide a saving. 

• Significant cost reduction achievable by 

improving southern section of route and 

terminating at tunnel northern portal. 

• Existing route on head scarp of active 

landslide is a significant resilience risk 

which can be reduced to low by 

incorporating a 1,000,000 cu.m. buttress 

fill. 

• Out-of-context curves  at southern and 

northern end of route can be improved by 

increasing sight lines (south) and 

realigning existing road (north). 

• Expected $382.5M at MCA2 

• Revised alignment Expected $151.8M for 

‘basic’ improvement with out-of-context 

curves north and south remaining, no 

climbing lane and significant resilience 

risk at landslide. 

• Does not address crash history north of 

tie-in (12 crashes in last 10 years) 

• Additional costs: 

– $32M for out of context curve 

improvements north and south 

– $15M for buttress fill to improve 

resilience 

– $7M if climbing lanes required.  

• Giving total RoC of $206M. 

• Savings of approximately $0.2M possible 

from reduced seismic return period. 
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Talking points on Mt Messenger options 

Project update for Fergus Gammie 

3 August 2017 



Outline of three key points for discussion 

1.

2. Why has this changed? Our investigations have revealed new and significant geotechnical, 
ecological, landscape and cultural information, including: 

• two large-scale and active landslides along the proposed western corridors.  

• very weak alluvial plains 15m – 30m deep. 

• a wide range of nationally significant habitats/species, including: 

• unbroken sequences of high quality, predator-controlled, forest from marine to mountain (unique 
on the North Island) with clumps of totara and rimu trees between 500 to 800 years old. Other 
species include NZ cress Matangaoa (Acutely Threatened) and Pingao (Nationally Endangered). 

• North Island brown kiwi – classified as endangered. 

• Kokako – at risk, recovering; (Bird of the year 2016); re-introduced by iwi and DOC in 2017. 

• New Zealand falcon, classified as Nationally Vulnerable. 

• Long-tailed and short-tailed bats (classified as Nationally Vulnerable – Threatened). 

• Regionally Significant Landscape areas (Waipingao) NPDC District Plan, to be reclassified as 
Outstanding Natural Landscapes (ONL) in draft Plan later in 2017. 

• Treaty Settlement Land with associated cultural and environmental values. 
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3. Implication of these changes to the western route are: 

• Increased costs from $89M (2015) to $240M (2017), associated mostly with: 

• additional ground improvements, including large buttress fills (to mitigate landslide effects) and 
wick drains, stone columns and associated land stability improvements in 30m to 35m of weak 
alluvial plains.  

• mitigating negative ecological and landscape effects, including bridges (up to 610m long across 
Waipingao valley) and tunnels (up to 240m long) under northern ridgeline. 

• Increased risks and high degree of uncertainty of consenting success. 

• Residual risks associated with resilience of northern section of the western bypass. 

4. Implications of recommending the alternative eastern route are: 

•

•

•

• Expected cost for the eastern route option is $199.6M versus Crown funding of $90M to accelerate the 
delivery of approx. $114M of benefits (safety, resilience, travel time savings). 

• In the absence of any additional Crown funding, the Alliance would seek Board approval for an 
additional $110M of funding in order to deliver on these benefits. 

3 
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Geotechnical and ground conditions 

• Large and active 
landslide in 
northern slopes. 
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Western route viaduct  Landslide at South Abutment 

5 

This sketch illustrates the bridge crossing the landslide in the Waipingao Valley. 
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Western route viaduct  Landslide at South Abutment 

6 

This sketch illustrates the bridge crossing the landslide in the Waipingao Valley. 
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Western route viaduct  Landslide at South Abutment 

7 

This sketch illustrates the bridge crossing the weak shear planes at the base of the landslide in the Waipingao Valley. 
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Route profiles - comparison 

8 

This profile illustrates the relative differences in height/summit of each route.  
 

The eastern route (corridor E) offers the lowest summit at 110m, compared to the existing route (corridor Z) of 175m. 
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2002 Embankments Comparison 
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The top sketch illustrates the ground improvements allowed for in the 2002 study. 
The bottom sketch illustrates the recommended  ground improvements based on 2017 geotechnical investigations.  
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The sketch (left) illustrates the suggestion from 2002 which was that “extensive drainage works may force the alignment onto the western hillside”. 
 

The sketch (right) illustrates the implications of following the western hillside - large scale buttress fills and bridge structures, not allowed for in the 2002 nor 2015 
cost estimates.  
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Ecology and Vegetation 
 

• Waipingao Valley 
on western route 
looking from 
South abutment 
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Ecology and Vegetation 
 

• 500+ year old Rimu 
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Ecology 
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Kokako – classified as “at risk, recovering”; 
(Bird of the year 2016). 

Short-tail bat – classified as “Nationally 
Vulnerable and Threatened” 

New Zealand falcon, classified as 
“Nationally Vulnerable” 

Kokako – re-introduced 
to Waipingao Valley by 
Ngati Tama and DOC in 

June and July 2017. 
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